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Abstract. Cooperati ve problem-solving systems are computer-based systems that augment a person's 
ahility to create, retlec!, design, decide, and reason, Our work focuses on supporting cooperative prob-
lem solving in the context of high-functionality computer systems, We show how the conceptual frame-
work hehind a given system determines crucial aspects of the system's behavior. Several systems arc 
descrihed that attempted to address specific shortcomings of prevailing assumptions, resulting in a new 
conceptu,ti framework, To further test this resulting framework, we conducted an empirical study of a 
success model of cooperative problem solving between people in a large hardware store, The conceptual 
framework is instantiated in a number of new system-building etTorts, which are described and dis-
cLlssed, 
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I, Introduction 

'vVe c\plorc cunceptual framev,:orks, methodolo-
gie;., and technologies to develop cooperative 
rrohlem-;.olving "Y'itCI11S and exploit the unique 
opportunlt\ oflered by powerful computer \ys-
tems, The purpose to augment human potential 
and pl'llductivitv 1/-3), and not to replace hu-
man" \\ ith ,11Itomated s,"stems. 

()ur re"carch appmClch, and the structure of 
thl" paper. IS Illustrated If1 Figure I, We first re-
\ in\ \\(ll'" that has heen done in (}(lfJe'wtil'(' 

er"hlelll-\(I/I'//lf; SI'ltCII/.I and discllss why they 
a hettel conceptual framework for joint 

hlll11all-Cllll1puter systems than intelligent inter-
bee",. ShurtCl)1l1ings of these systems motivated 
u", to l(lO" 1'01 success modeh 1-+-6) and alterna-
tive eonceptll,d fl'all1e\\orks (such a:-, situated 
c(lgnitiull ;IPPlllaches [7-10)). The major portion 

of this paper addresses how success models help 
to confirm intuitions and introduce new chal-
lenges, We describe integrated. dOlllilill-ori-
(,Iltn/. kflow/cdge-/Hlsed dcsign environments as 
prototypes of a second generation of cooperative 
problem-solving systems, From these sources, 
we draw lessons for a new conceptual framework 
for joint human computer systems, 

2. First Generation of Cooperative 
Prohlem-Solving Systems 

Thi" section describes several issue" that have 
surfaced in re",earch on cooperative problern-
'>(llving system';, First, an analysis is made of dif-
ferent conceptual frameworks for integrating 
user interfaces and knowledge-based systcms. 
Next. sevcral dimensions of cooperative prob-
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The ba,ic approach taken in the research de,cribcd in thi, 
paper. By analyzing previou'i shortcomings and looking to 
existing success models in domains other than compllter 
science, and then placing the les,orls learned into the larger 
context of situated cognition research, we arc building in-
tegrated design environments, which help us to incremen-
tally refine an evolving conceptual framework for cooper-
ative problem-,>olving systems. 

lem-solving systems are discussed, followed by a 
brief description of earlier prototypes and how 
they fell short of being truly cooperative prob-
lem-solving systems, We conclude by arguing 
that systems need to be both usable and useful 
r II], leading to high-functionality systems, 

2,/, !tuelfac('s (0 /n(cllig(,lIt SV,\((,II1.1 alld 
Illtelligent /1I(er/(I(,(,s 

Traditionally the Artificial Intelligence commu-
nity has classified user interface research into 
two subareas: "interfaces to intelligent sys-
tems" and "intelligent interfaces." Although 
these terms have been used mostly without any 
effort to define them, we will use a classification 
etTort (inspired hy a model from [12J: sec Figure 
2) to clarify how these terms may be defined. 

Intelligent interfaces can now be defined b\ 
an attemrt to put intelligence into the user dis-
course machine. The WEST system [13J can be 
considered an example of an intelligent interface. 
The underlying problem domain (comruting al-
gebraic exrressions to "atisfy certain objectives) 
is rather simple, but the user machine 
of WEST consists of a numher or interesting 
components such as a user modelling compo-
nent, an explanation comroncnt, and a tutoring 
component. 

Task 
Machine User * Discourse 

Machine 
L----J 

Task User 

Fig. 2. Intelligent interfaces vs. interfaces to intelligent 
systems. 

A simplification of Card's 112J Triple Agent Model of Hu-
man-Computer Interaction (which, in turn was inspired by 
Sheridan, Fischhoff. Posner, and Pew, I'iS3, Fig. 4-1). Card 
u'ied the original figure to illustrate the different perspec:-
tives of three agents: User, Task machine, and User Dis-
course Machine, We U'ie this simplified version to show 
hllW Intelligent Interfaces foeu, on the Task machine, 
when:as Interfaces to Intelligent Systems focus on the 
Lhcr Discourse Machine. 

Alternatively interfaces to intelligent systems 
are an attemrt to put intelligence into the task 
machine. MYCIN [14] is an example of such a 
system, Although there has been an effort in 
MYCIN to put some intelligence into the llser 
discourse machine (e,g" to support explanations 
r 15]), these efforts have been modest comrared 
to that of modelling the task, 

The separating of the interrace from the un-
derlying application is inadequate for many sys-
tem-building efforts, We support this claim with 
a human analogy: a person who can communi-
cate well but knows very little has severe limit<1-
tions as a cooperative partner, just as a person 
who knows a lot but cannot communicate, Co-
operative rroblem-solving systems are an at-
tempt to avoid this separation and increase the 
usefulness and usability by a tight integration of 
interaction mechani'ims with the underlying do-
main knowledge. 

2,2. j)illlcnsions o(Co(){JcU/(il'(' 
Pn!iJ/(,III-S<!/\'ing Sfl( ('IllS 

Our original system-building efforh were very 
much influenced by ,orne of the major 

()f expert The major difference be-
tween cla\sical e'rert systems (such as MYCIN 
[14J and RI [16]) and cooperative rroblem-solv-
ing systems is that the human is much more an 
active agent and rarticirant in the latter. Tradi-



tional expert systems asked the user many ques-
tions and then returned an answer. I n a cooper-
ative problem-solving system, the user and the 
system share the problem solving and decision 
making. Thus different role distributions may be 
chosen depending on the user's knowledge, the 
user's goals and the task domain. A cooperative 
system requires much richer communication fa-
cilities than those offered by traditional expert 
systems. 

The following issues are important dimensions 
of research in cooperative problem-solving sys-
tems: 

Understanding complex task domains. The in-
teraction paradigms for dealing with complex in-
formation stores have often been based on the 
unfounded assumption that people using these 
systems approach them with a precisely de-
scribed task. But in most problem-solving and in-
formation-retrieval tasks, the precise articulation 
of a task is the most difficult problem r 17J. Users 
of such systems suffer from a lack of knowledge 
about the interdependencies between problem 
setting and solving, and they do not know about 
the tools that exist for solving these problems. 
Ignorant of these mappings, users are unable 
to develop a complete srecification of what 
they want: therefore specifications must be con-
structed incrementally. 

The level of cooperation between human and 
computer. Coorerative problem solving systems 
consisting of a human and a comruter can exploit 
the asymmetry of the two communication part-
ners. Humans contribute what they do best (e.g., 
use of common sense, goal definition, decompo-
sition into subproblems, etc.), whereas the com-
puter should be used for what it is good for (e.g., 
external memory support. consistency mainte-
nance, hiding irrelevant information, intelligent 
summarizing, visualization support. etc.) [11<j. 

The iml>act of communkation breakdowns. Ef-
fective depend" on <l collaborative ef-
fort in which advisor and client work together to 
detect and repair trouhle" that ari\e. I n cooper-
ative problem-solving systems, breakdowns arc 
not as detrimental as in eX[1ert systems, because 
humans are part of the overall "ystem and can 
ster in if necessary. One can never anticipate or 
"design a\\ay" all of the misunderstandings and 
rl'llblems that might arise during the use of these 
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systems. We need to recognize and develop sys-
tem resources for dealing with the unexpected: 
"The prohlem is not that commllllic(ltil'e trouhle 
arises that does not arise in hUnlan-to-human 
communication. but rather that when these ifl-
el'i{(lhle trouhles do arise, there (Ire flot the same 
resources ([pailable for their detection and re-
pair" [8]. A cooperative agent needs to under-
stand the nature of open problems, the intentions 
of the rroblem solver, and the fact that goals arc 
modified during the problem-solving process. 

The role of background assumptions. We need 
a better understanding of the rossibilities and 
limitations of expert systems research. We have 
to define the characteristics for problems that are 
suitable for expert systems research to generate 
realistic expectations. When we talk of a human 
expert, we mean someone whose derth of under-
standing serves not only to solve specific well-
formulated problems, but also to rut them in a 
larger context [<)). The nature of expertise lies 
not only in solving a problem or explaining the 
results (which some expert systems can do to 
some extent), but in learning incrementally and 
restructuring one's knowledge, in breaking rules, 
in determining the relevance of something, and 
in degrading gracefully if a problem is not within 
the core of the expertise. Knowledge-based sys-
tems should be built on the premise that back-
groLlnd assumptions can never be fully articu-
lated. 

Semi-formal versus formal approaches. Semi-
formal systems [1<)-20) do not require the com-
ruter to interpret all information structures, but 
just tn serve as a delivery system of information 
to be read and interpreted by people. Semi-for-
mal sv\tems can be used more extensively in co-
orerative systems than in exrert systems, and 
will playa large role in the design of effective 
joint hUIl1<ln-cofl1rllter systems. 

Humans enjoy "doing" and "deciding." H u-
n1<1n, orten enJllV the process and not just the fi-
nal product: they want to take rar! in something. 
This I, why they huild model trains, plan their 
vacations, allli de\ign their own kitchens. Auto-
mation is a two-edged sword. At one extreme, it 
is a servant. relieving humans of the tedium of 
lo\\'-Ie\'el operations and freeing them for higher 
cognitive functions: Many peorle do not enjoy 
checking documents for srelling errors, and they 
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welcome the automation provided by spelling 
checkers in word processors. At the other ex-
treme, automation can reduce the status of hu-
rna ns to "button pushers" and can strip their 
work of its meaning and satisfaction. The chal-
lenge is to automate tasks that people consider 
tedious or uninteresting, but these change as 
technology changes. 

2.3. Brief'Discllssiofl q( 0111' E{/rlier Pmtot\'{)('S 

Many knowledge-based systems are built based 
on some of the following assumptions: (I) users 
of these systems can fully articulate their prob-
lems in advance, (2) users will ask for help, (3) a 
consultation model of interaction (in which users 
serve mostly as data sources) is behaviorally ac-
ceptable, and (4) general purpose programming 
environments are sufficient for supporting coop-
erative problem solving [3]. We believe these as-
sumptions are 1I11(IJ/Illdl'il. 

The assumption that users can fully articulate 
problems in advance has been refuted in several 
studies [10]. Curtis, Krasner, and Iscoe [21] ob-
served in an empirical study of large software 
projects: "EI'1'1I \I'hell {[ cllsto/lli::.ec/ S\'stCIll was 
d1'I'clo{!cd(or (JII(, eliellt, the rC(jllircllll'lIts OffCII 
prOl'idcd ([ //lol'illg targct .II)/' designCf's. Dllrillg 
S\'stCIII dCl'elo{JlIleflt, thc cllstolller, {[S well as 
Ihe dCl'e/O{)('/', I('arlled {//Wllt the o{!plicotioll 
dO/llaill." Many current software development 
methodologies (such as the waterfall model) 
falsely assume that problems are well defined. 

The assumption that users are always capable 
of asking for heir breaks down as soon as the 
system becomes very complex. Users are unable 
to ask about information they do not know ex-
ists. 

1..,!YCIN 114) is an examrle of a system that 
was based on the as,>ul11rtion that human-com-
ruter interaction i" well surported hy a consul-
tation model in which the comrllter asks the hu-
man question>;. From an engineering point of 
vie\'. MYCIN had the advantage of heing clear 
and sirnrle: the rrogram controlled the dialogue. 
But empirical studies have shown that these pro-
grams are behaviorally unacceptable 122). 

General [lurpose tnoh are fundamentally lim-
itin!! hecause the solution srace rerrC',ented hy 

them is too away from the rroblem space. In 
order to hridge the gap between general rurpose 
tools and complex problem-,>olving environ-
ments, we need stable subsystems at varioLls lev-
els in between. Complex systems develop faster 
if they can build on stable subsystems [23] and if 
they can be based on a marketplace of develored 
pieces of knowledge [2]. 

In order to overcome some of these concep-
tual deficiencies, we have previously huilt a num-
ber of prototype systems (this brief annotated list 
is restricted to our own efforts: other research 
grours have addressed these rroblems as well.) 
• HELGON: Illcr('mcnta/ COl1stmcfioll lit' Qlfe-

ries hI' RC/(!I'IIIII/(/tioll. HELGON 1241 is based 
on the retrieval-by-reformulation raradigm 
[25], which was derived from a theory of human 
remembering. This theory postulates that hu-
mans incrementally construct queries and nat-
urally think about categories of things in 
of srecific example". HELGON surports the 
incremental description of a desired object with 
multiple specification techniques. 

• LISP-CRITIC AN!) ACTlVIS']': Criliqlling 
Uscrs' Work ([nd Volllllleering Injil/'llwlio!l. 
LISP-CRITIC [26) is a knowledge-hased sys-
tem that critiques LISP rrllgrams. The interac-
tion is controlled hy the user, who selects rarts 
of programs and asks the systems for heir in 
imrroving the code either for human comrlT-
hensibilitv or machine efficiencv. HUlllans often 
learn by receiving answers to questions that 
they did not or could not pose. The active help 
system ACTIVIST 127] volunteers information 
that wa" not requested. ACTIVIST "looks over 
the shoulder" of a lIser working with an editor. 
infers the intended goal from user actions, and 
volunteers editing advice. 

• S }'Sn,MS' AS'SIS7ANT: In/imll([lioll VOIIlIl-
ICI'I'ing In [fsers. I)esrite the fact that comnlll-
nicatioll carahilitie'. 'iuch as lIIix('(l-illililltil'l' 
diil/ogllcs 12S-2YI have been fOllnd to he ClUCI;" 

for (oopel'ative systems, the progress in 
ing them has heen rather modest. SYSTEf'vIS' 
ASSIST\NT \\as an effort to Sllprl1rt Illore 
mixed-initiative dialogue" bv allovving users to 
volunteer information. One of the maiol' find-
ings in hlldding SYSTEMS' ASSISTANT was 
that to proVide a more mixed-initiative interac-
tion stvle requires more elaborate underlying 



knowledge structures and not just a change of 
the . 

• FINANZ: Enriching 5'vsfcms with Dome/iII-Ori-
ented Ahsfractiolls. FINANZ is a knowledge-
based spreadsheet system [61. Rather than forc-
ing financial experts to describe their problems 
to programmers, who then build spreadsheet 
models, FINANZ builds higher-level abstrac-
tions related to the financial expert's problem 
domain. This allows the expert to interact with 
the computer system using abstractions srecific 
to the problem domain, thereby supporting hu-
man problem-domain communication [31]. 

Building HELGON, LISP-CRITIC, ACTIVIST, 
SYSTEMS' ASSISTANT, and FINANZ deep-
ened our understanding of iterative problem 
specification, information volunteering, mixed-
initiative dialogues, and human problem-domain 
communication. Although each of these systems 
explored issues of imrortance and each made an 
identifiable step forward, they all fell short in 
surrorting truly cooperative systems. The sys-
tems were isolated efforts and were built for rel-
,Hively simple domains. One of the lessons 
learned was that cooperative problem-solving 
systems are very resource intensive. The next 
section argues why high-functionality computer 
systems arc the foundations upon which these 
systems must be built. 

2 . .f. High-FIIIlCfioll{/litv Compllter Svsfell/s 

Comruter systems should be both IIsohlc and 
lise/III [Ill. For a system to be useful for a hroad 
class of different tasks, it must offer broad func-
tionality. Computing systems have been muving 
more and more toward high-functionality sys-
tems. In our own work, we have analyzed the 
Symbolic,> Lisp machine as a high-functionalitv 
computer system. To get a feel for how comrlex-
ity has evolved from simple rrugramming lal1-

consider a comrari..,on of the Pascal 
language with the Li\p Machine pro-
gramming environment shown in Figure 3. 

The more powerful wstell1\ become. the more 
difficult they are to usc. Refo!(: lIsers will he able 
to take advantage of the rower of high-fuI1ction-
alit\ computer sy'>tems, the cognitive cosh of 
ma'>tering them mu..,t be reduced. The follO\\ ing 
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-- ---------,----
Functions; Operators 29 functions and procs 

19 infix operalors 
Classes None 
Control Structures 

627 CL functions 
31352 functions total 

}322 with 17305 methods 
38 5pCdal forms 

45 ('I. macros 

__ av_er_ag_e 4400 

Fig. 3. Lo\\ v,. high-functionality 'iyslems. 

prohlems of high-functionality systems (as iden-
tified by Draper [32), Fischer r II], and Lemke 
[33 j) must be overcome: 
• Users do /lof kllOIl' abollt the cxistence oltools. 

Users cannot develor complete mental models 
of high-functionality systems. Without co 111-

rlete models, users arc sometimes unaware of 
the existence of tools. A passive help system is 
of no assistance in these situations. Active sys-
tems and browsing tools let users explore a sys-
tem, and critics [34] roint out useful informa-
tion. 

• Users do lIof kilO\{' how to access tools. Know-
ing that something exists does not necessarily 
imply that users know how to find it. 

• Users do flof kno\l' when to lise tools. In many 
cases, users lack the {/{Jplica/Jilitv conditiol1s 
for tools or comronents. Features of a com-
ruter system may have a sensible design ratio-
nale from the vie\vpoint of system engineers, 
but this rationale is frequently beyond the grasp 
of users, even those who arc familiar with the 
basic functions of the system. Systems seem 
imponderable hecause users have to search 
through a large list of ortions and do not know 
how to choose among them. 

• Users ('II/ll/ot ClIlI/hillC', {/da/)f, {/Ild II/odil\' fools 
({c(on/in?; fo their specific nceds. Even after 
having overcome all of the previolls problems 
(i.e., a tool wa'> found, ih functioning was 
understood. de.). in mallY cases the tool does 
not do exactly what the user wants. This prob-
lem require, "ystelll slirron to carry out ll1od-
ificati,JIl at an level with which the 
LiseI' is familiar. 

One major is,>ue thaI is not directly related to 
high-fullctionality "y,>kms but nevertheless plays 
<In important ran in their dTectiveness is that 
u,ers do not ha\e \vell-formed goals and plans. 
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Problem-solving in ill-defined domai ns can be 
characterized by the fact that no precise goals 
and specifications can be articulated. Users of 
high-functionality systems suffer from a lack of 
knowledge of the interdependencies between 
problem specification and which tools exist to 
solve these problems. Unfamiliarity with this 
mapping leads users to concentrate too quickly 
on implementation issues, and they often over-
look alternative solutions. 

3. Success Models for Cooperative 
Problem Solving 

To deepen our understanding of the problems of 
high-functionality systems and find ways to over-
come these problems, we engaged in a search for 
success models of such systems. The success 
model idea has proven to be of great value. We 
have previously analyzed skiing as a success 
model [4] and derived architectural components 
for computer-based learning environments [35] 
from this analysis. In a similar fashion, the ideas 
behind spreadsheets were used as guiding prin-
ciples in system-building efforts in other domains 
[6,36-37J. Studying success models can provide 
us with equally important insights as studying the 
role of failures [38J and their impact on the ad-
vancement of design. 

In this section, we describe a study done at 
McGuckin Hardware, argue why it is relevant to 
these issues. and show how the store has suc-
cessfully addressed the difficult problems men-
tioned previously. We then place the study in the 
larger context of research in situated cognition. 

3.1. lV!cGIlc/.:.in: All Stlldy 

A preliminary analysis indicated the McGuckin 
Hardware in Boulder, Colorado, might he all 
ideal candidate for a success model. McGuckin 
carries more than 350,000 different line items in 
33,()OO square feet of retail space. The store's su-
perior reputation among its customers and it'; 
continued growth and profitability make it a suc-
ce')s model. 

To get a better understanding of just how the 
"system" operates. we asked McGuckin Hard-
ware for permission to observe and record inter-

actions between clIstomers and sales agents. 
Some of the dialogues were transcribed from 
audiotapes and carefully analyzed. Videotapes 
would have been a slIperior medium, but would 
have interfered too much with store opera-
tions. 

The decision to observe directly as people do 
problem solving and design in the real world was 
made as a result of considering the perspective of 
situated cognition research. Lave [10], Schoen 
[7], and others have shown how problem solving 
in daily activity is shaped by the dynamic en-
counter between the culturally endowed mind 
and its total context. This leads to a vision of 
cognition as a dialectic between persons acting 
and the settings in which their activity is con-
stituted. Lave riO] argued that theoretically 
charged, unexamined, normative models of think-
ing lose their descriptive and predictive power 
when research is moved to everyday settings and 
relaxes its grip on the structuring of activities. 

The following dialogues illustrate the inherent 
difficulties in high-functionality systems men-
tioned above (for additional details of our study 
see Reeves [39]). 

Users do not know about the existence of tools. 
In this dialogue, the customer is unsure {lbout 
how to attach a sign to a metal pole. The cus-
tomer does not know of self-tapping bolts and 
therefore cannot ask for them. Even if we assume 
a complete understanding of the problem, this is 
not enough to guarantee the knowledge of the 
best tool for the problem. Here the customer 
ends lip buying a that is introduced and 
explained by the salesperson. 

Dialogue l : Attaching a Sign to a Square Metal Pole l 

I. C: I'm looking for a slIIall f({steller l/1orhe 
ollc-sixtcenth. 

') S: Okay. Plastic') Metal') 
3. C: WeI!. what /'\'(, got is to/ilst(,11 (/ Ilgll Oil 

to II sqllure po/e. /'I'e got u hole ill/he top 
{[lid it/its/illc lIlId I got to get one Oil the 
hot tOIl1. 
After looking at several fas-
teners. and asking a few more 
questions, the salesperson sug-
gests a certain type 0 f fas-
tener. 



.:"' .... 

4. S: How about a self-tapping bolt') 
Picks one up and shows it. 

5. C: Well. wha( 111711. I\'el/, this wOllld probah/y 
do it, I1'h(/( about, would i( COIl1(, /Jack 

6. S: Oh sure. It'd come back out. 
7. C: [J" ( ol1ce it's ill) 
R. S: As long as the hole is smaller than this 

thing, you can thread it in and out. 

Users don't know how to access tools. The next 
dialogue shows that it can be difficult just to find 
items you "know" exist. The customer is spe-
cific ahout the wanted item and even seems to 
know the store fairly well, but still cannot find 
the item. 

Dialogue!: Finding Tool Clips 
I. C: I /Iced clips .I()r (ools where VOII shm'c i( 

lip ill (hcl/1 and it holds 
, S: Yeah. 
3. C: I meall l10t jllst ([ sillJ.;lc clip, a hlillch 

(/zcm. We tried ill /zo//scwares, (he cheap 
/iffle Olles, tools only hal'e like .II III II v killd 

4. S: 

'\ C: 
6. S: 
7. C: 

or olles. Where else co//ld thcy he? 
Garden center, for rakes and shovels and 
things like that 
WOlild it be (hcre? 
Yeah. 
O/,(l\', I kflO\\' when' (h([t is, (h([llks. 

Users do not know when to use tools. The inter-
action shown in Dialogue, involves a search for 
scales to weigh small animals and illustrates the 
concept of apl)licahilit\' conditions: the condi-
tions under which an item can be used, especially 
for "unintended" purposes. The salesperson is 
able to recognize a crucial element: namely, that 
t here be a platform large enough to hold some-
thing of a certain approximate size and weight. 
He heir" the customer to know whell to u;,e a 
given tuol, even though that use might not have 
been intended hy the designer of the tool. The 
fact that a scale is intended for food is less im-
portant than those features. 

Dialogue, also illustrates the use of dif/('rt'n(ial 
i/c.\uip(i(}IIS. The customer describes the 111-

tended item "differentially" in terms of an e\-
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ample, building on what the environment has to 
offer. The customer uses an example item (the 
"little tiny ones over here") to differentially de-
scribe the intended solution, The salesperson ex-
tracts the crucial information and suggests an 
item intended for a different domain, yet useful 
for accomplishing the described task. 

I n Dialogue. the customer wants strength, but 
the salesperson has to point out a crucial feature 
of that strength: that it comes at the expense of 
brittleness, 

Dialogue]: Scales for Small Animals 
I. C: /'1/1 looking /()r sOllle scales and I sa\\' 

.\0/1/(' liffle tillv 0171'.1' OI'a here, hll( Inced 
sOlllcthing that has a largc Oil i(, 
to weigh sma/! animals OIL 

Holds hands about 18 inches 
apart. 

2. S: I would think something in our house-
wares department, for weighing food and 
things like that. Go on down to the last 
isle on the left. 

3, C: Okay. 

Hardened Bolts 
I, C: So (( I were going (0 hook sOlllething 

wOllld (his be the I)('st thing? What /'11/ 
going (0 ha\'C' is /'Ill going (0 drill into the 
CCII/CIl( ([nd II(/\'e it sticking Ollt. 

, S: You going to have this sticking out, just 
the shaft of the bolt') holding a bal t 
and pointing to the unthreaded 
shaft . 

3. C: Right, 
4, S: Hmm. Interesting problem. 
5. C: A hardcllcd holt wOllld J.;i\'e lIle more. 
6. S: Yeah, but it'll shear, they're more brittle. 

I don't know if you'd be any better off 
with a hardened. 

Csers can not combine or adapt tools for special 
lIses. Although the combination in Dialogue, i-, 
,>imple, it doe,> illustrate how tools can he com-
hined in various ways. The customer doesn't 
know why the salesperson suggests a certain 
comhination of tools, but ventures a guess. The 
salesperson allows the suggestion, but then 
states his reason. 
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Dialogues: Combining Simple Tools 
I. S: After deciding that a three-six-

teenth inch wire is to be looped 
around a half-inch bolt, which 
is mounted in cement 

') C: 
3. S: 
4. c: 

You want a small enough loop, put it be-
tween two washers. Picks up two 
washers and places them on the 
shaft of a bolt. 
SII1([1/ cllollgh loop. 
Yeah. 
Whv bClwcen /It '() \\'i/shers, so il \\'01/'1 

ruh? 
5. S: Yeah, so it won't slide off. Probably 

won't. 

Observing interactions like these confirmed 
the previous analysis of the difficulties of using 
high-functionality systems. In addition, it raised 
several other issues that must be considered in 
building cooperative problem-solving systems. 

Incremental problem specifications. Dialogue" 
shows that there is a close relationship between 
defining specifications incrementally, as seen 
here, and establishing shared knowledge, as will 
be seen in the next dialogue. The distinction is a 
subtle. yet lIseful one. Shared knowledge has 
more to do with establishing a common reference 
point with which to discuss a situation, and less 
to do with the specific process of identifying rel-
evant parts of the problem domain. 

Dialogue!,: Incrementally Refining a Query 
I. C: Illced (/ cot'crjiH II /J(lr/7ccl/e. 
2. S: (Leading customer down an isle 

where several grills are lined 
up and accessories are dis-
played) Okay .. what have we got 
here chai,e, chair barbecue grill 
cover. Doe, that look kind of like 
what )\lU got'.' (Poltlting, to one of 
the grllls ) Similar' No'.) 

3. C: No. 
4. S: Take any measurement'>.) 
S. C: N(). 
h. S: That's a good guess there. (Pointlng 

to a one-burner grill.) 
7. C: II's II dOl/hie hlirnN one. 

8. S: 52 inches. That's the total length it'll 
cover. (Measuring with the tape 
and holding the tape over one of 
the grills. ) 

9. C: Yeah. I kllOlI' it's 1101 that big at all. 
10. S: You saying about 18 by 18. Well, this is 

27, it'll cover up to here. (Using mea-
suring tape again and pointing.) 

II. C: I need two, 
12. S: A couple ... in that brand, that's all I 

have. Here are these Weber ones, thicker 
material and all that. Here are some 
smaller ones. 

13. C: /'1/ rake this 0111'. 

14. S: We'll be getting more of these pretty 
soon. 

IS. C: YOIl'!1 hOI'c Ihelll by Chri.ltlll{[S'l 
16. S: Hopefully Thursday. 

Achieving shared understanding. Between the 
time a customer begins to interact with a sales 
agent and the time the customer leaves with a 
"satisficing" solution [23], a shared understand-
ing must be created between the two cooperating 
agents. The customer must begin to appreciate 
relevant parts of the solution domain and the 
sales agent must understand the problem in 
enough depth to make reasonable suggestions. 
Dialogue 7 shows how establishing shared under-
standing is a gradual process in which each per-
son participates, sometimes ignoring questions, 
sometimes volunteering information, and some-
times identifying miscommunications. Illustrated 
also are the problems of knowing about the ex-
istence of tools and understanding the results 
that they produce. The customer wants to fasten 
a sign to a square metal pole. The top of the sign 
has been fastened via a preexisting hole, but the 
bottom is still unattached. The customer learns 
about certain fasteners while the salesperson 
learn'> about the specific problem. Their shared 
understanding increase') as each in turn asks 
questions and makes suggestions that are cri-
tiqued by the other. 

Dialogue7: Attaching a Sign to a S<luare Metal 

I. C: I'm lookillg/iil' II .1/lwller/il.ltI'IlCl'. A1(/\'iJe 
Olll'-sixtel'nlh. 
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') S: Okay. Plastic? Metal? 
3. C: Wi'll , what /'\'1' Rot is {() fasten a siRIl 

onto a square pole. /'\'1' Rot a hole in the 
top (llld it jltsjlnc {lnd /'\'e Rot to Rct 0111' 

011 the hottom. 
4. s: 
5. c: 
6. S: 
7. c: 
R. s: 

9. c: 
I (). s: 

II. C: 
12. S: 

13. C: 
14. S: 
15. c: 
16. S: 
17. C: 
IR. S: 
19. c: 

20. s: 

21. c: 
" s: 

Pole have holes in it" 
if>a/z. 11/(/(/ {/ otic-eighth bolt, hilt it's too 
biRo Need somcthing smoller thall that. 
Round pole? Square Pole? 
Sql/are pole. 
(Picking up a fastener and show-
ing it) You tried these') 
(Scrutinizing the fastener.) 
If 111111 /1//11 . 

You've got to have a five-sixteenths hole 
and you fold this thing up and stick it in. 
Would that work') 
It's got to he/h'c-sixteenths? 
Yes. The size of the on this thing. 
(Pointing to the fastener.) 
It's not thm hig. 
No way to drill it ') 
No. 
No. What did YOll lise the first time') 
I tried a ollc-eighth inch. 
How thick is the metal in the pole') 
Oh, proha!J1v abollt 0111' eighth illch, 
(Pointing to a certain fastener.) 
Holt' abollt these? 
(Picking one up and showing the 
moving parts.) These work on hollow-
core doors. 
ii'oh. 
(Walking over to a different kind 
of fastener and picking it up) I 
don't know if this would be strong 
enough. Still need a three sixteenth hole. 
If the wind is hlowing hard it might give 
way. Just putting it in with it screw-
d ri vcr'.) 

21. C: ii'oh. 
24. S: How about a self-tapping bolt') (PIcks 

011'3 up and shows it.) I)ut that in, 
tighten it down. (points to tip). that's 

C: 

26. s: 
27. C: 

it thread cutting thread there. 
Hell. Illwl, "hllllll, 1t'I'II, thi.1 would /Jroh-
uhh do it. Hillllt OliOllt, II'o{fld it ('O/l/(' 

/iw I, Oli () 

Db It would come back out. 
Bur IIllce it's ill' 
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28. S: As long as the hole is smaller than this 
thing, you can thread it in and out. 

Integration between problem setting and prob-
lem solving. Dialogues shows an interaction in 
which a customer wanted to buy heaters, then 
decided to reconceptualize the problem from one 
of "adding heat," to one of "retaining heat." 
This appears to be a trivial reframing and hardly 
worth notice, but we will argue that understand-
ing exactly this kind of reframing is crucial to 
building cooperative problem-solving systems. 
The problem itse(l was redefined. 

DialogueN: Generating Versus Containing Heat 
I. C: 

') s: 
3. c: 
4. S: 
5 c: 
6. S: 

7. c: 

II. S: 
9. C: 

10. S: 

1 w{[nt to ge( {/ cOllple of hca(ers .If}/' a 
downstairs hallway. 
What are you doing') What are you trying 
to heat? 
/'/11 trving to hcat (/ dOlt'nstoirs Iwl/wo\'. 
How high are the ceilings') 
Normal, a/Jollt eightfect. 
Okay, how about these here') 
They proceed to agree on two 
heaters. 
Well, the re({son it gets so cold is (ha( 
(here's (/ srairc{[se o( (he I:'f/(! of the hal/-
\t'ov 
Where do the stairs lead') 
The\' go lip (0 a I({nding II'it/' (I c{I(hedwl 
ceiling. 
Ok, maybe you can just put it door across 
the stairs, or put a ceiling fan up to blO\v 
the hot air back down, 

Summary. The findings of the McGuckin 
\tudy can he summarized as follows: 

Na(lIral Longuage is less ill7/wr(an( (hall Nat-
/lml COllllllllnic{/{iofl. People rarely spoke in 
complete, grammatical sentences, yet managed 
to communicate in a natural way. In fact. of 
the dialogues shown here had to he "cleaned LIP" 
for readability. The study provided convincing 
evidence that the support for na(lfral COlllllllilli-
CII(ioll [2<)], allowing for breakdowns. c1arifYlflg 
dialogues. explanations, etc.. is more important 
for cooperative problem solving than being able 
It) par\c syntactically complex sentence". One 
ohjective of future human-computer cOf11muni-
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cation research should therefore be to under-
stand the processes of intention communication 
and recognition well enough to enable a system 
to participate in a natural dialogue with its user 
[40). 

Mllltiple 5;pecijicotio/l Techniques. Customers 
used a great variety of specification techniques 
such as bringing in a broken part, pointing to an 
item in a catalog or in the store, and giving gen-
eral descriptions such as "I need a lock that qual-
ifies for cheaper insurance rates." 

Mixed Initi{[til'(' Dialoglles. People were flex-
ible in the roles they played during a problem-
solving episode. They easily switched from ask-
ing to explaining, from learning to teaching. 
Because Dialogue7 is the longest. it probably 
shows this best. The structure of these dialogues 
was determined neither by the customer nor by 
the sales agent, but clearly indicated mixed ini-
tiative [28J determined by the specifics of the 
joint problem-solving effort. 

Mal/ugclIlcllt or Ji-ollhle. Many breakdowns 
and misunderstandings occurred during the ob-
served problem-solving episodes, but in almost 
all cases clarifying dialogues allowed their recov-
ery. Problem solving among humans cannot be 
characterized by the absence of trouble, but by 
the identification and repair of breakdowns 181. 
Dialogue" and Dialogue7 contain examples of 
this. 

Simlll t III/ COliS E,plo/'{/ t iOIl or Prohlem {[lid 
SollltiOIl S{)({Ccs. Customers and sales agents 
worked within both problem and solution spaces 
simultaneously. or at least alternatively. Typi-
cally the problem owner (customer) had a better 
grasp of the problem space and the problem sol-
ver (sales agent) had a better understanding of 
the solution space, but over time these spaces 
converged until there was a large enough inter-
:-.ection of shared knowledge within which poten-
tial solutiom could be evaluated. This is seen in 
Dialogue- in which the CU'itomer know,> what 
needs to be done but needs a better understanding 
of the pos"ihle \olutions, and the salesperson 
knO\\, how many different fasteners work but 
need\ to understand the specific application. 

HlI!I1 ill LI operate within the {1i7\'sic(/1 world. 
Although perhaps obvious, system designers 
overlook the fact that people use elements of the 
physical wurld as sources of information, as re-
minders, and in general as exten'iions of their 

own knowledge and reasoning systems. In most 
of the dialogues that deal with fasteners. both the 
customer and salesperson held the items and 
used them to guide and clarify the discussion. 
For example. in Dialogue" the salesperson 
picked up two washers and placed them on the 
shaft of the bolt, leaving a small gap between 
them to show where the cable would go, and how 
the loop needs to he small enough to be guided 
or constrained by the washers. 

HlIlIWIlS //l{/ke lIse (I( distrihuted intelligence. 
Much of people's intelligent behavior results 
from the interaction of mental processes with the 
objects and constraints of the world, and much 
behavior takes place through a cooperative pro-
cess with others. Collaborators challenge each 
other's analysis of the problem and help to 
achieve creative solutions. One thing that sur-
faced in discussions with salespeople is that 
when they send a customer to another depart-
ment, they count on the customer being able to 
find the items. but also expect another salesper-
son to be available there. 

3.2. A Sitllated Cognitioll Perspcctil'c 

The perspective of situated cognition researchers 
is important in this analysis of cooperative prob-
lem-solving SllCcess models. McGuckin Hard-
ware provides an example of what situated cog-
nition researchers have been claiming: much of 
problem 'Iolving is fundamentally related to the 
larger context in which the problem gets per-
cei vell. framed, and eventually resolved. Such-
man [XJ argued that plans are just one of the re-
sources in the problem-solving process, not the 
guiding principles. The McGuckin study con-
firms this viev,' of plans: customers do have 
plans, but these plans are just one resource, not 
the primary guide. 

Lave [IOJ argued that the problem-solving 
context plays a crucial role in problem framing. 
The McGuckin study confirmed this finding. As 
customers interacted with the wide variety of 
hardware (e.g. two isles of fasteners)' they were 
able to their perception of the problem 
they came in to '>llive. 

In a critique of the approach technical ratio-
nality has encouraged professional practitioners 
to takc toward ill-defined problems. Schoen [7) 
argued again,t ahstract principles and for skills 



developed in domain-specific problem solving, 
emphasizing the role that problem setting plays. 
Real problems are never given, but "must be 
constructed from the materials of problematic 
situations which are puzzling, troubling, and un-
certain. " 

The setting of a problem is as important as the 
problem itself. The word "setting" means two 
things: (I) the physical and social environment 
(the "context") in which a problem solver acts, 
and (2) the process of defining the problem. The 
problem context provides key resources in solv-
ing the problem, because it affects how we come 
to perceive the problem and the resources avail-
able to us. 

Carraher. Carraher, and Schlie mann [41] de-
scribed how important the setting was to Brazil-
ian school children who worked as street ven-
dors. On the street, they were quite accurate in 
their calculations (<;IX percent correct), but when 
given mathematically identical problems outside 
the marketplace context, their accuracy dropped 
to a dismal 37 percent. 

Attempts have been made to bring more of 
the environment into consideration in analyzing 
problem solving. Larkin et al. [42J studied sev-
eral issues, such as the interaction between the 
person solving a problem and external memory 
aids such as paper and pencil, and representing 
situations that change over time. Situated cogni-
tion appears to push this concept of setting and 
problems that change over time even further into 
our physical environment and social relations. 

When peoplc encounter problems, these prob-
lems are embedded in an environment that pro-
vides ways in which the problem is perceived and 
resources with which to analyze it. Problems can 
be divorced neither from the social settings in 
which they occur, nor from the process of prob-
lem defining. The former provides structuring re-
sources to the problem solver and the latter af-
fects how the problem is allowed to evolve. 

Problems and solutions coevolve--Qne cannot 
exist without the other. Empirical studies of peo-
ple developing complex computer systems [21 J 
have confirmed that often the problem is not to 
implement a given specification, but rather ex-
pressing the problem ihelf: deciding what prob-
lem to solve. 

In the context of design problems, Rittel [43J 
argued that "'YOII CUIlllor IIndcr.ltulld the probfem 
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without h([I'ing {/ cOllcept of the solution in mind; 
lIlId that VOIl C(l1111Ot gather mean-
ing.titlly ullless vou have understood the problem 
but that vou callilot understand the problem 
withollt information abollt it." Taken literally, 
this leaves no room for a beginning, but there is 
a way in which this view nevertheless makes 
sense. If one cannot begin one without the other, 
then the only way to proceed is with both simul-
taneously. I n problem solving, people cannot 
proceed until they have a "resolution shape-a 
sense of an answer and a process for bringing it 
together with its parts" [10, p. 19]. 

John Dewey noted that "discovering a prob-
lem is the first step in knowing" (cited in [44]). 
And Wertheimer [45J observed that: "Often in 
great discoveries the most important thing is that 
a certain question is found. Envisaging, putting 
the productive question is often more important. 
often a greater achievemenr than the solution of 
a set question" (cited in VanGundy [44, p. 102]). 

We are trying to understand what this means 
to designers of cooperative problem-solving sys-
tems. Success models of these systems provide a 
new perspective that informs the design of such 
systems built a computing platform. StUdying 
people at McGuckin provided an opportunity to 
observe "everyday cognition." These observa-
tions confirm the importance that the situated 
cognition perspective brings to the design of co-
operative proble m-sol vi ng systems. 

4. Second Generation of Cooperative 
Problem-Solving Systems 

In this section. findings from the McGuckin 
study are related to the framework suggested in 
the first section. This is followed by a description 
of a prototype of an integrated. domain-oriented. 
knowledge-based design environment. 

4. /. Requirell/cnts .Iii/" Coo{7cru[il'l' 
ProhicII1-S(J/ring Sn{cills 

Beyond user interfaces. Effective human-com-
puter communication is more than creating 
attractive on a computer screen: it 
requires providing the computer with a consid-
erable body of knowledge about the world, about 
users, and ahout communication processes. This 
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is not to say that the user interface is not of cru-
cial importance to knowledge-based systems. 
Analysis of expert systems (such as the DI P-
METER advisor [46]), has shown that the accep-
tance and real use of expert systems depends on 
far more than a knowledge base and an inference 
engine. The developers examined the relative 
amount of code devoted to different functions of 
DIPMETER and found that the L1ser interface 
portion was 42 percent compared to 8 percent for 
the inference engine and 22 percent for the 
knowledge base. Similar data are reported for 
commercial knowledge-based system tools (e.g., 
in Intellicorp's tools, 55-60 percent of the code 
is interface related [47]). A good user interface is 
important for two groups: for the developers of 
knowledge-based systems and for the end-user of 
these systems. 

The communication requirements are even 
more important for cooperative problem-solving 
systems. Because the user is actively involved in 
the problem-solving and decision-making pro-
cess, there is an increased necessity for the 
interface to support the task at a level that is 
comprehensible by the user. In order for a knowl-
edge-based system to support cooperative prob-
lem solving, the following components depend 
critically on each other: 
• the structure of the knowledge and problem-

solving system itself-how a system represents 
its problem-solving activity and retrieves the 
relevant portion appropriately in response to 
user queries 

• the generation of views of this knowledge 
which corresponds to the needs and the knowl-
edge of the user; for this a system must contain 
a model of the user 

• the presentation of this knowledge on the 
screen: this part is mostly (explicitly or implic-
itly) associated with user-interface research. 

Problems can be fully articulated only in the 
context of solving them. The McGuckin study 
clearly indicated that problems in realistic situa-
tions are not fixed targets. The combination of a 
large selection of object<; and knowledgeable 
sales agents creates an environment in which 
customers can produce partial solutions and get 
feedback from the items in the store and from the 
sales agents in the form of critiques. As problem 
solvers tentatively explore possible solutions and 

evaluate how those affect their perception of the 
original problem, they shape the situation: in ac-
cordance with their initial appreciation of it, the 
situation "talks back," and they respond to the 
situation's back-talk [7]. 

The fidelity of the design situations' "back 
talk" must be increased. Many of the problems 
that are discussed at McGuckin are ill-defined. 
The artifacts and inventory at McGuckin are 
powerful to the extent that the sales agents are 
knowledgeable. Providing rich functionality with-
out domain-specific expertise is not enough. In 
our system-building work, we originally believed 
that domain-oriented construction kits would be 
powerful enough to "talk back" by themselves, 
but this turned out not to be the case [31 J. Con-
struction kits support the construction of an ar-
tifact, but they do not provide any feedback on 
the quality of the design. Knowledgeable sales 
agents provide this higher level expertise and so 
help the situation to "talk back." 

McGuckin hires experts in the various depart-
ments and considers previous experience within 
a field, such as plumbing, to be more important 
than previous sales experience in that field. The 
difference between working and selling experi-
ence in a field is crucial. Behind the surface or 
syntactic layer of the inventory, there is a seman-
tic understanding of trade-offs, and experience 
in mapping specific problems to mUltipurpose 
tools. 

There is a need for specialization and putting 
knowledge in the world. Simon [231 predicted that 
when a domain reaches a point where the knowl-
edge for skillful professional practice cannot be 
acquired in roughly a decade. a burden on mas-
tering all the tools and the knowledge will occur 
[4X J. Si mon predicted that the following adaptive 
developments will occur: (I) specialization will 
increase and (2) practitioners will make increas-
ing LIse of books and other external reference 
aids in their work [491. McGuckin addresses the 
tool ma'itery bUrLlen by ( I) organizing function-
alitv according to external task domain'>, and (2) 

incrementally making the information space rel-
evant to the task at hand by an evolving "hared 
understanding between customers and 'iale>.peo-
pie. 

Supporting human problem-domain communi-
cation with domain-oriented architectures. The 



McGuckin study illustrates the need to respond 
to a diverse set of tasks. There is an important 
need in computer science to develop domain-ori-
ented architectures in order to avoid the pitfall of 
excess generality. Instead of serving all needs 
obscurely and insufficiently with general purpose 
programming languages, domain-oriented archi-
tectures serve a few needs well. The semantics 
of our computing environments need to he better 
tuned to specific domains of discourse; this in-
volves support for different kinds of primitive en-
tities, for specification of properties other than 
computational functionality, and for computa-
tional models that match the users' own models. 
Human-computer communication needs to be 
advanced to human-prohlem domain communi-
cation, where the computer becomes "invisihle" 
and users have the feeling of interacting directly 
with a problem domain. 

.J.:l. In[egrlllcd, DOl/win-Oricnted, 
Know/edge-Bused Design Em'ironlllen/s 

The requirements articulated for the second gen-
eration of cooperative problem solving systems 
lead us to the development of in/egro/cd ciolllllin-
orien/ed dcsign cm'ironlllcn/s. Over the last few 

de')ign environments were developed in 
the following ctreas: (I) user interface design [50], 
(2) kitchen design [20,51], (3) COBOL program-
ming 1521. (4) design of decision support system 
for water management 153], and (5) computer 
network design [541. In this section, we will first 
descrihe a general architecture for design envi-
ronments, then illustrate it with a specific exam-
ple and discu')s how information can he made rel-
evant to the task at hand in such environmenh. 

A multifaceted architecture. From the individ-
ual design efforts. we have developed the general 
architecture ;1;' shown 111 Figure 4. This multifac-
eted architecture ctln"ist\ of the following five 
comronenh: 
• A (1I1II/rII{ lion I,il hce Figure 5) is the principal 

medium for modeling a de"ign. It provide;, a 
ralette of domain concepts and supports con-
\truclion [J;,ing direct manipulation and elec-
tronic form". 

• /\n ({f<';'ilIlCIlIO/il'{' /n'(Jerlllcdi({ ,\\'.1'/('11/ (see Fig-
ure 6) contain" j;,sue\. an\\\ers. and arguments 
abollt the design domain. 

provide 
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Construction 
Analyur 

Argumentation 
Illustrator 

Fig . .f. A multifaceted architecture. 

The components of the multifaceled architecture. The links 
hetween the components arc crucial for exploiting the syn-
ergy of the integration. 

• A C({/(I/og (see Figure 5) is a collection of pre-
stored designs that illustrate the space of pos-
sible designs in the domain and support reuse 
and case-based reasoning. 

• A spccijlc{l/io/l cO/lljJO/u'nt (see Figures 7 and 
11) allows designers to describe characteristics 
of the design they have in mind. The specifica-
tions are expected to be modified and aug-
mented during the design process, rather than 
to he fully articulated at the beginning. They are 
used to retrieve design objects from the catalog 
and to filter information in the hypermedia in-
formation space. 

• A sinlll/({/ioll COlI/jJliI/CII/ allows designers to 
carry out "what-if" games to simulate various 
usage scenarios involving the artifact being de-
signed. 

JANlJS: An example. JANUS [20], a design 
environment to support kitchen designers. will 
he used as an example to illustrate ollr approach. 
JANUS-CONSTRUCTION is the construction 
kit for the sY'itefll. The palette or the construc-
tion kit contains domain-oriented huilding hlocks 
called de\ign units, such as sink, ')Iove, and re-
frigerator (Figure 5). Designers construct by 'ie-
kcting design units from the palette and placing 
them into the work area. In addition to design hy 
composition (using the palette and constructing 
an artifact from scratch), JANUS-CONSTRUC-
TION design by I/WdijIC(//ioll. Ex-



Jsnus-Const;ruct;ion 

JDW 
ii F.il riI 
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Edit Glob.l 
Contcl:t. 

II Sin .. tOf-l j, dUt9"f than 23 tnt. \ '1 wOfk FOUf-E!ern<Jnt-Stave-r1 

J '\ I RL'( liON i, the (on,t mction rart of J\ N 1'\, Iluild ing hlne k s (design unit,) an: ,elected from the /'11/<'1/1' alld mnve'd 
to de,ired locations in,iuc the WorA Are(/, Designers can rell,e ,tllIJ redesign comrlctc floor rlans rrom the ('%/"g, The 
1I11',\,\oge.\ rane di'rlays critic message, automatically after each design change that triggers a critique, Clicking with the 
nllH"C on a me\';agc activates JANUS-AR(;UMlcN I '\ liON and di,plav, the argumentation related to that mC'isage (,cc Figure h), 

Jsnus-Argurnant;st;ion 
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H'I' •• m-aln _ppll.nc •• ; 'inA, and rrdrifl#r.tor, TM" !.ngth 

tMI'l 23 f&M 10 avoid wslklf1.9' a"d to 
.n.LIf'. a,., .ff\cl.-nt work flow In tn.. f.<!tCMni 

TM 14"'9th of work trf.09I. (Stov., 
R.frig.rat.x, Sink.) I. I ... thaI) 23 f_t. 

VI.lta></ No&.. 
• An, .. _ (1I:"f,.Ig_,..tor. Sink, Sto-v,,) Sactlon 

r or T 
Shaw 

Show ConWAt 

uo.n 
Show Coni't.ruclion 

Show 

FI'!, .!UIl!i\ AJI.!IIIlU'Il/{f/idll i\ lilT urgull1cll/ulilC /n,(!crlJlcdlti lI,c \icl!('r P;II1C ...,lan",:1 diagr(lfn illu .... trating the \\01'''-
11 iangle COrll'L'p[ Lind argtlmcnh ror and again...,t ;\ work rr1:tngk JlIl' top right rill1C ...,ho\\ .... an c\(trnrlc iIILJ .... thh 
'"1"'(1' genuated hI' the AI(,[''1lcN 1.\ IIO"'-lll "Sf K \' WK, The li,"cc/ .\',,'/(" rane: list, in SL'quenlial "relu Ihe rrcliou,11 l'iSited 
;lrgulllc:ntatioll topic" HI with the mou,e nn one "fthe", IICllh, orllil 'Ill\' h,)ld ur ilalici/cd item in the argllIlle'nLltlon 
{C\t !t\clf. till' U"l'r L'an navigate tn related a!1\\\c'! ..... , cll1d ,ll.t!"Illl'llh. 
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-------------- ._-------_.-_.-

Speclf1catlon sheet. lSi .. of f."H,? ,.... ,."," c.c,. Do-"o'-C.c. 
Do both and uork? Either Both 

cookins? Ulfr Do-Hot-Carr 
-5' 5'-5'" 5'6'-6' 6'-

Right Handed or Right left Do-Hot-Care 
Hou nany a day? 1 2 3 Do-Hot-Car 

of Big Mediu" S"all Do-Hot-Care I Do help cook or bake? Often Never Do-Hot-Carr 
Do you a Ho Do-Hot-Care Ib inportant to you? Yes No Do-Not-Care 
Are you in an kitchen? Yes Ho Do-Not-Care 

Done Abort 

Fig 7. Sp<'ciricatioll 

Th<, Spl'ci(I' command in C\IALO(;-E"'I OKI K provide\ a \pccificatioll ,heet in the form of a qllc'>tiollnairc. 

isting designs can be modified by retrieving them 
from the catalog and manipulating them in the 
work area. 

Designers using JANUS-CONSTRUCTION 
experienced a sense of accomplishment in 
the system because it enabled them to construct 
something quickly without having detailed 
knowledge about computers. But construction 
kits do not in themselves lead to the production 
oftlawless artifacts [31 J because they do not heir 
designers discover the shortcomings of the arti-
fact they are constructing. As passive rerresen-
tations, constructions in the work area do not 
talk back unless designers have the skill and e\-
perience to form new arpreciations and under-
standings when constructing. Designers often do 
not see characteristics that lead to breakdo\\ ns 
in real use situations. 

Critics. Critics [34J operationalize the concept 
of a situation that "talks back" [7J. They LIse 

knowledge of design principles to detect and 
critique rartial and suboptimal solutions con-
structed by the designer. The critics in JANUS-
CONSTRUCTION identify potential problems 
in the artifact being designed. Their knowledge 
about kitchen design includes design principles 
based on building codes, safety standards, and 
functional preferences. Critics are implemented 
a:-, condition-action rules, which are tested when-
ever the design is changed. The changes that trig-
ger a critic are operations that modify the design 
in the work area. When a design principle is vi-
olated. a critic will fire and display a critique in 
the pane of Figure ). In the figure, the 
work triangle critic fired telling the designer that 
the '"work triangle is greater than 23 feet." This 
identifies a possibly problematic situation (a 
breakdown). and prompts the designer to reflect 
on it. 

Lud of Arglllllcll/(//il'c SlIpport. The advan-

_._---_.--------._----- --- ----._- -- --- - ------_. ---_._-_.----_. __ ._-------

SiEe of fa"ily? 
Do both husband and Both 

does the cooking? 
Cook's height? 5'-5'6" 
Right Handed or left handed? left 
Hou nany are generally a 2 
Do you a No 
15 iMportant to you? 
Are you in an kitchen? 

Do It 0 

o 1810000000 0 o 0001810000 0 o 0000018100 0 o 0000018100 0 o 0000181000 0 o 1810000000 0 o 00000000 181 o 0018100000 0 
Abort 0 

Ann ,peciiic'ltioll. lI\('I, c''[11 \\cI"h Ille I III 1'''1 l"llce of ,,;Ich ,pccificu itell1. 

-----_. - ._---
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tage of constructing something is that the con-
structed artifacts and situations can "talk hack" 
to the designer. But the short messages the crit-
ics present to designers cannot reflect the com-
plex reasoning behind the corresponding design 
issues. To overcome this shortcoming, we ini-
tially developed a static explanation component 
for the critic messages [50J. The design of this 
component was based on the assumption that 
there is a "right" answer to a problem. But the 
explanation component could not support the de-
liberative nature of design problems. Therefore, 
argumentation ahout issues raised by critics must 
be supported, and argumentation must be inte-
grated into the context of construction. 

lA NUS-ARCUMI:NTA TlON. JANUS-
ARGUMENTATION is the argumentation com-
ponent of JANUS (Figure 6). It is an argumen-
tative hypermedia system implemented lIsing the 
SYMBOLICS DOCUMENT EXAMINER [55]. 
JANUS-ARGUMENTATION offers a domain-
oriented, generic issue base about how to 
construct residential kitchens. With JANUS-
ARGUMENTATION, designers explore issues, 
answers, and arguments hy navigating through 
the issue base. The starting point for the naviga-
tion is the argumentative context triggered by a 
critic message in JANUS-CONSTRUCTION. 
Clicking with the mouse on a critique in JANUS-
CONSTRUCTION (Figure 5) activates JANUS-
ARGUMENTATION and accesses issues and 
answers corresponding to the critique. 

Domain orientation. The substrate used to de-
sign computer-based typically consists 
of low-level abstractions (such as statements and 
data structures in programming languages, ancl 
primitive geometric objects in engineering com-
puter-aided design). Abstractions at that level are 
far removed from the concepts that form the ha-
sis of thinking in the application domains in 
which these artifacts are to operate. Our design 
environments support hl/II/an prohlclI1-doll1llin 
cOIllIlll/niclltion 13/ J by allowing to 
build artifacts from application-oriented building 
blocks according to the principles of that do-

the principles of software or geo-
metry. 

Integration. The multifaceted architecture de-
rives its essential value from the integration of its 
components and links hetween the components. 

Used individually, the components are unable to 
achieve their full potential. Used in combination, 
each component augments the value of the oth-
ers, forming a synergistic whole. At each stage 
in the design process, the partial design embed-
ded in the design environment serves as a stim-
ulus to users, suggesting what they should attend 
to next. Links among the components of the ar-
chitecture are supported by various mechanisms 
(see Figure 4): 
• CONSTRUCTION-ANAlYZER. The CON-

STRUCTION-ANALYZER is a critiquing sys-
tem that provides access to relevant informa-
tion in the argumentative issue basco The firing 
ofa critic signals a breakdown to users and pro-
vides them with an entry into the exact place in 
the argumentative hypermedia system where 
the corresponding argumentation is located. 

• ARGUMI:NTATION-nUJ.S7RATOR. The ex-
planation given in argumentation is often highly 
abstract and very conceptual. Concrete design 
examples that match the explanation help users 
to understand the concept. The ARGUMEN-
TATION-ILLUSTRATOR (see Figure 6) helps 
users to understand the information given in the 
argumentative hypermedia by finding a catalog 
example that illustrates the concept. 

• CATALOG-EXPLORtJ? CATALOG-EX-
PLORER helps users to search the catalog space 
according to the task at hand [56]. It retrieves de-
sign examples similar to the current (onstruction 
situation, and orders a set of examples by their 
appropriateness to the current specification. 

Next we describe in more detail the system 
components that link the specification. construc-
tion and the existing information spaces. We fo-
cus on this part of our overall system-building ef-
fort. because it illustrate'> most clearly some of 
the lessons we have learned in the McGuckin 
study. 

Making information relevallt to the task at 
hand. To integrate problem \etting and prohlem 
solving in design envirollmenh. it i" crucial to 
support retrieval of infurmation relevant to the 
task at hand. Every ster made hy a de,igner to-
ward a solution determines a new of 
lated information, \vhich cannot he determined a 
priori. Conventional information retrieval tech-
niques are thus not applicahle for design envi-
ronments 117J. In a conventional (/IIerr-hosed 



search, a specific query has to be formulated. 
Once users can articulate what they need, a 
query-based search takes away much of the bur-
den of locating promising objects [57J. In //(/\'i-
gational access provided by browsing mecha-
nisms, users tend to get lost looking for some 
target information if the browsing space is large 
and the structure is complex (58J. 

Design environments need additional mecha-
nisms that can identify small sets of objects rel-
evant to the task at hand. The systems must al-
low users to incrementally articulate the task at 
hand. The information provided in response to 
these problem-solving activities must assist users 
in refining the definition of their problem. A typ-
ical cycle of events supported by the multifac-
eted architecture is: (I) users create a partial 
specification or partial construction, (2) a break-
down occurs, (3) users switch and consult other 
components in the system made relevant by the 
system to the partially articulated task at hand, 
and (4) lIsers refine their understanding based on 
"the back talk of the situation". As lIsers go back 
and forth among these components, the problem 
space is narrowed, a shared understanding be-
tween users ,lIld the system evolves, and the ar-
tifact is incrementally refined. 

CATALOG-EXPLORER. CATALOG-EX-
PLORER (for details see [56,59]) links the spec-
ification and construction components with the 
catalog in JANUS (see Figure 4). CATALOG-
EXPLORER (I) exploits the information arliClI-
lated in a partial specification to prioritize the de-
signs stored in the catalog. and (2) analyzes the 
current construction and retrieves silllilar exam-
ples from the catalog using similarity metrics. 
Each design object stored in the catalog of 
JANUS con-.ists ofa floor layout and;\ set of slot 
values filled hy users. Those design objects can 
he reu'>ed for case-based reasoning such as pro-
viding a :-.ulution to a new problem. evaluating 
and justifying decisions behind the partial speci-
fication or con'itrllction, and informing designer'. 
of po-"ible fdilures [60,61 J. 

CATALOG-EXPLORER extends HELGON 
and other Information retneval systems by re-
lie\ing L1Seh of the task of forming querie') and 
na\'igating in information spaces. Due to it-; in-
tegration ba,>cd on the multifaceted architecture. 
CATi\LOG-EXPLORER can capture a user\ 
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task at hand by analyzing the partial specification 
and construction. The system then infers the rel-
evance of stored information to that task. 

Relriel'al/i-o/ll Specificalion. As a specifica-
tion component in the multifaceted architecture, 
CATALOG-EXPLORER provides (I) a Specifi-
catio/l Sheet for specifying requirements for a de-
sign (see Figure 7), and (2) a Weighting Sheet for 
assigning a weight to each specification item to 
differentiate the factor of importance (see Figure 
X). By analyzing information obtained by those 
mechanisms, the system reorders catalog exam-
ples by computing the appropriateness value of 
each design example according to the given set 
of weighted specifications. 

To capture the user's task at hand from a spec-
ification and make design objects relevant to that 
task by inferring the relevance, one must deal 
with hidden features, partial matching, and con-
tradictory features of design. To address these is-
sues, the system has s/)ccijlcalion-linking rules 
for matching between a specification and design 
objects, and a metric to measure the appropriale-
ness of an existing design with respect to a spec-
ification. 

Spec(jic{/fio//-linking Rilles. There are two 
types of specification items: slIIface featllres 
such as "{/ kirchen that hllS ([ dishwllsher" and 
hiddell .li'{[rllres such as "good for a small fam-
i/\'." Retrieving design examples from the catalog 
by surface feature specification can be done 
in a straightforward manner using conventional 
searching mechanisms. In contrast, retrieval us-
ing hidden features requires domain knowledge 
to infer those features because it is often difficult 
to determine a priori the features that become 
important for later recall. 

The s{Jcciflc{/ I iOIl-linking rules of CATALOG-
EXPLORER link each hidden feature specifica-
tion item to a set of condition rules. In the inte-
grated environment this domain knowledge can 
be dClJved from the contents of the argumenta-
tive hvpermedia component. Figure 9 illustrates 
how specification-linking rules can (I) bridge 
the gap bet\veen problem spaces and solution 
spaces, (2) create a shared understanding by 
narrowing the information space through extrac-
tion of examples from the catalog that are rele-
vant to the task at hand, and (3) infer that a 
kitchen that has a stove away from both a door 
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tuu.: W'here should B stove be? 
Away from a door 

tt 1$ fire·hazardous. 
.... (away-'rom stove door) -> fir4J-hazardous 

c C on 
Safety IS very Important 
lome 

I 
rule 

safety -> stove door) 

l(saii,i.,iiiiy + 
aao 8lD e 

Fig. 9. Specirication·linking rllle\ in C, I AI.OG·EXPI.()RFR. 

and a window satisfies a hidden feature such as 
{/ safe kitchell. 

4.3. Future Work 

Our efforts to develop cooperative problem-solv-
ing systems based on the exploration and analy-
sis of a success model opens up a number of re-
search issues for future work. 

Transferring success models. Any use of a suc-
cess model in one domain cannot be transferred 
to another domain without great care. The most 
obvious difference in generalizing from our 
McGuckin study to the development of computer 
systems is that human-human interaction is nof 
human-computer interaction. A major shortcom-
ing of human-computer interaction when com-
pared to human-human interaction is the limited 
bandwidth of the explicit (facial expressions, 
gestures) as well as the implicit (shared under-
standing, mutual intelligibility) communication 
channel between the cooperating agents Iii). Co-
operative systems must have better access to the 
users' actions and intentions. make clear their 
own limits. and try to compensate for those lim-
its. The integration of the different components 
in our design environments is a first attempt to 
allow users to communicate their goal'> to the 
system in the form of partial specifications and 
partial constructions. 

Software environments have different ({IIOti-

fies and shortcomings than a hardware store. A 
software-specific challenge and opportunity io, 
that of making software truly "soft" by 

ing end-user modifiability [621. Because situa-
tions of practice are complex, unique. uncertain. 
conflicting, and unstable. supporting end-LIseI' 
modifiability is a necessity rather than a lUXury 
for the development of future computer systems . 
The need to enhance existing systems cannot be 
restricted to the interface alone, but extends to 
the system as a whole. 

The critical role of examples. Examples playa 
major role in shaping the problem. This is a dif-
ficult issue to study because one cannot know 
beforehand how examples will affect the prob-
lem, and a post-hoc analysis will be blind to the 
subtle changes in the problem definition that ex-
amples have induced. As much as sales agents 
use analogies and exanlples to narrow the search 
down, it would be desirable to get a better grasp 
of what is involved in creatively generating par-
tial solutions that best clarify the problem itself. 

Avoid delegation-put owners of problems in 
charge. Related to the assumption that problems 
can be clearly defined is the notion that they can 
be delegated. If a problem description could in-
deed grow apart from its solution, then it would 
be possible to "delegate" that problem descrip-
tion to an intermediary. Compared to problem 
owners. however, intermediaries have severe 
limitations acting in an ill-defined problem. A 
key attribute of a problem is that the owner has 
the authority to change its description. The dif-
fieulty with delegating ill-defined problems is 
that the owner of the problem interacts only in-
directly with the emergent solution and is not 
able to foresee implications that certain specifi-
cations and assumptions are having on the final 
solution. The way this manifests itself at 
McGuckin is that sometimes problem owner" go 
to the store themselves whereas at other times 
they send someone else. Studying these cases 
may provide us with more Insights into con-
structing computing svstenh with which problem 
owners can interact directll. Based on the feed-
back of the situation ami intermediate results of 
poc.;sible the olvner of a problem rein-
terprets the prohlem de\cription ihelf. However. 
when a problem is this feedback loop 
is broken. 

The McGuckin \!lIdy \ugge\h that the diffi-
culties of delegating a moving targeL i.e .. the 
problem still being defined. should he addressed 



by supporting the problem owner rather than 
building better and better systems for delegatees 
who have trouble intepreting the problem as they 
try to solve it. We must build systems that model 
the intermediate agents between the problem 
owner and the hardware. Each of the intermedi-
ate agents provides expertise, and this must be 
captured in the interaction with the owner of the 
problem. Providing a nice interface will not be 
enough unless we believe that that is all that the 
intermediate agents do. 

Collaborating designers. Support is needed for 
mUltiple designers working on the same design 
artifact. The evolution of the design should be 
captured as well as the annotations that docu-
ment the design discussions that took place. One 
should help users collaborate by more tightly in-
tegrating the catalog and argumentative hyper-
media components. Rather than carrying out de-
sign discussions in the abstract. an annotation 
component should allow arguments to be made 
using the design artifact itself. Annotation sup-
ports designers arguing about specific design 
problems and is a step toward capturing design 
rationale [54J. 

5. Conclusions 

Interfaces (whether intelligent or not) hy them-
selves are not sufficient to make systems more 
useful and more usable. This position was also 
articulated by Papert [63J: "'I Ihinl\ Ihe inlcr/llcC 
is /J({rl o( ({ larger thing. 1 thillk th({t /)tIlling Ihc 
clIl{JIl(Isis Oil tire inter/ilce s()/I/('wh({1 ("oll/i/li'S 
the isslles. Bill if olll\' the inter/cuc is c/wllged. 
({lid \I'h({1 /ics hc/1ind it ulld whal \'01/ c({n do wilh 
the srslem isn't ch({nged, \'(){{'rc onl\' scratching 
Ihe slIr/IICe. niL' illlerfaC(' is Olll\' 1/1(,II/I:/I{((" , 
Ihillk liT IIced deepcr \l'll\'S to t/1illl\ uhollt di/fi'r-
I'I/ces ill (oll1/J/Iling. 

Compdring current computcr systems to \\ hat 
\\c at f'vlcGuckin led the following claim: 
"lIir.;h)illlctiol1olit\, ("(lI/I/illler .1\'.1/1'/111 uj}a Ihl' 
. 1(//111' hww/ tilllcliollulitl' (IS lurge lli/rdw"re 
. I/ores. hilI Ihc\' i/re o/Jeri/ted IiAI' di.ICOllflt dc-

is from thcm i, 
thc cooper,ltive support of kno\\ Icdgeahle \ale, 
agents, Our efforts to develop conceptu,d frame-
works and prototypes of cooperativc problell1-
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solving systems are based on these insights and 
represent an effort to take us beyond the limita-
tions of interface research as well as the limita-
tions of autonomous expert systems. 
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Notes 

I, In Ihis 'lild the follc)\ying dialogues, C: 11/1'1111\ 1'/I,I/OIIII'r 

and S: Illc:an'i ,aics agent. Our explanations a.nd 
comments :He ill this typefa.ce This dialoguc is 
ran of a long"r one. Dialogue .. 

, The hc:ginning of this dialoguc II'as also shown in 
Dialogue ,. 
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